
Design Decisions & Concepts Mind Map

What is it for ?
(What circumstance is calling 

for the design?)

Who is it for?
(Who or what body is calling for 

the design?)
What does it need to do?

Concept/Brainstorming...

What elements do they give?

A speci�c event 

Recurring

How much info. needs to be
 communicated?

How should it exist?

An idea/ongoing 
communication 

of identity/concept

How do they want/need it to 
exist (if applicable)?

Communicate info... Create a certain emotion/
stance regarding a subject

What are their 
expectations?

One-time

Weekly
Monthly
Annual

Advertising/communication for... 

What use of fonts
is appropriate?

An established, well-known 
organization/company/group

A lesser-known organization/
company/group

What identity/identities do
 they already have established

(if any)?

An individual
What colors will convey
certain emotions/ideas?

Making...

What typefaces will
connotate this ideas?

Colors/color scheme
that allow for emphasis

How many font families
would be required? 

What type of event? 

Celebratory

Large Gathering
Small Gathering

Professional/
goal-oriented

Introductory

Memorial

Technical

Alignments of text 

What already exists/
has already been done

(by body or in general)?

In order to do/address the above...

Consistency Font, Color 
and Info Hierarchies

Spelling

Quality of graphics and images 

Organization of links and �les

What type of info. 
must be communciated?

Schedule/Calendar
Maps/location

Graphics (given)

Names,  Dates

What the levels of 
hierarchy are appropriate/

neccessary for this info?

Craft/quality of things 
Physically/print Virtually/Online

Ties to color,
type choice,

medium

How often will it be used?

What already exists/
has already been done

with given info?

Book
Pamphlet
Program

App
Website...

Flyer...

What programs/techniques are
appropriate for the creations

of the things?

Who is the audience?

Budget?
Preferences?
Traditions?

How �exible can I be with...

The Identity
The Layout
The addition/deletion of info

How many things must
be designed?

InDesign?
Illustrator?
Photoshop?

Other?

How should the info be 
laid out?

Hierarchies
Number of Columns
Use of graphics


